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passing through A. This curve will have a definite equation,
which* may be exhibited in the form
F (x> y, y0) = 0,
where y0 is the ordinate of A. Had another initial point A' been
chosen instead of A, then another curve would have been obtained
and into its equation the magnitude of the ordinate of A' would
have entered;, the same result would ensue from taking each point
in succession on the axis of y, because generally one curve and only
one passes through each such point. As each equation, or one
single equation as the representative of all, may be considered a
solution of the differential equation, it is evident that into the
solution of the example we have been considering one arbitrary
constant will enter ; and therefore, if by any method we can obtain
an equation free from differential coefficients, it must be expected
that an arbitrary constant will be contained in that equation.
But this arbitrary constant obtained by the latter method will not
necessarily be the ordinate of the point, at which the curve, repre-
sented by the solution, and the axis of y intersect ; an arbitrary
element would have entered into the equation, had the tracing of
the curve begun from a point in the plane not lying on one of
the coordinate axes.
In the example considered the equation giving -~ had only
(l-SO
a,,single root ; when it is of the form
then the integral equation will be of the form
where A is an arbitrary constant.    And it is not difficult to see
that, if the differential equation be of the nili degree in -p , then
ax
the  corresponding integral  equation  will contain  an  arbitrary
constant raised to the nih and lower powers.
•
4. From .what has been said as to one of the methods by
which differential equations can be constructed, it might be deemed
an easy matter to return from the differential to the integral
equation ; but this is not so. The steps of an elimination cannot

